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Memorize 4 New
Surah’s
Memorizing the Quran often seems
like a daunting task. But the key is
doing it in small bites. Since there
are four weeks in Ramadan, try to
memorize one new Surah a week.
Start off with a short, easy one.
Once you’ve started, you’ll build
momentum and may even want
to memorize a longer one the
following week.

Eat with greed in
control – Moderate
Eating
Almost all of us do it - once Iftar
time hits, we just keep getting food
and drink into our mouths till it’s
hard to move afterwards. And those
of us who do it know this is totally
contrary to the spirit of Ramadan,
through which we’re supposed to
learn self-discipline not pleasure.
Let’s try to stick to the Prophetic
rule on eating: fill our stomachs with
one-third food, one-third water and
one-third breathing space, even in
Ramadan.

Technology Diet
Okay, so everybody knows how
much time we spend in technology
whether we work in IT industry ot not.
Social Media has greatly diverted
us towards screen and electronic
media. Instead of sticking yourself
to electronic media, try giving more
and more time to prayer, well-being
and good acts in this month. It’s not
a big deal to control this thing in
yourself especially this month.

Vol 4, Issue 05

Stop Swearing And/Or
Backbiting – With A Special
Box

It’s hard not to shoot our mouths off when
someone’s upset us. Whether we utter those fourletter words or backbite about someone to our
family and friends, we know this isn’t the Godapproved way of letting off vapor.
Try this: get a box and every time you catch
yourself swearing or backbiting put some money
in it. It could be a buck or less. Choose an amount
that makes it feel like punishment.
At the end of the month send the money to a
charity or buy a gift for the person whom you’ve
backbitten the most against.

Forgive Everyone
Still got a festering wound from the fight with
your friend last year? Still upset about something
your spouse said during a heated argument? Or
are you still bitter about the way your parents
sometimes treated you as a kid? Let go of the
anger and pain this Ramadan and forgive those
who have hurt you. Forgiving someone is not only
good for the body, but it’s also great for the soul.
And in Ramadan, ten days of which are devoted
to Allah’s forgiveness, shouldn’t we lesser beings
forgive too?
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Read Least 5 Minutes
Of Quran A Day...
You might feel you have not read
Quran regularly from quite a while
as per your schedule and other
priorities and may have a sense of
guilt in your heart. This is the month
where you can improve your reading
habit for Quran. Even 5 minutes a
day would help tremendously to
your heart, your mind and soul as Quran is the precious of all. You can set an alarm or
remind yourself daily to give least 5 of your minutes to the holy book for connecting to
God.

Interact More With Your Relatives With Positive Attitude
“Busyness”, we know it’s a term defined by ourselves because we eventually take out
time for every single thing we consider valuable in our lives. Today, many less people
stay good in touch with their relatives as we take other things more pleasingly. Giving
positive sense of attitude and behavior to our relatives surely not only pleases God but
is an act of warm heart too. You should promise yourself to be as good as you can be and
communicate more often with your relatives.

Offer Tarawih Prayers
Post-Iftar, the first urge is to sleep after an exhausting day. But try your best to head
out to the mosque for Tarawih prayers. Praying alone is wonderful, but doing it in
congregation is fantastic. The community spirit is part of Ramadan’s blessings. Don’t
miss it this year. If going every day is not possible, try going at least one week.
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PRECIOUS PROPHET MUHAMMAD (PBUH)VolWORDS

it destroys your character just as
“ Beware of jealousy,firefordestroys
wood

“

“

“ Most of your sins are because of your tongues

“ Whatever is prayed for at the time of breaking the fast is
“

granted and never refused

“ Whoever Allah wants good for him, he puts them to test.

He puts them through difficulties; like a diamond or gold
that has to be burnt after which anything bad from it is
removed so that what you have is the pure diamond or the
pure gold

“

“Beware of the supplication of the oppressed for there is no
“

barrier between it and ALLAH

“When you see a person who has been given more than you
in money & beauty then look at those
who have given less

“

“The Woman is AWRAH. So when she goes out, the shaitan
“

seeks to tempt her

“ The most perfect believer in faith is the one whose

“

character is finest and who is kindest to his wife
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CHAND RAAT
HUSTLE AND BUSTLE

Chand Raat is precisely a tradition held
one night before Eid when the moon of Eid
appears and Muslims celebrate the ‘Eid ka
Chand’ with Eid shopping, fun with fellows,
Henna parlors and yummy feasts at home
or aftaar parties outside. This is more of a
girl’s night as henna is applied tremendously
across salons, homes, parlors and events.
Moreover, Girls enjoy roaming around
Bazaars and watching out colorful bangles,
jewelry, Eid clothes, mehndi and more. Chand
Rat is basically a multi-cultural activity
which is an event for happiness before Eid
comes. Each nook and corner of the country
is decorated in the most extravagant ways
as possible.
It is a way to celebrate happiness of whole
month Ramadan and moon of the night gives
more contentment all around in the terms of
cultural and traditional activities.

The Vibrant Illumination Across Places
City streets have a festive look and luminously decorated malls and markets remain open
late into the night. A Chaand Raat is celebrated festively and fervently by Muslims all over
South Asia and in socio-cultural significance it is comparable to Christmas Eve in Christian
nations.
The mosques and main buildings are adorned with lights on this very occasion. Every face
cheers up with the shopping of Eid. On this occasion, people buy gifts for each other and for
their families. Bakeries and Sweet shops offer special variety of Eid eatables and products.
www.syncmag.ca | April 20th- May 20th 2017
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Moon’s night or Chand Raat is a very special occasion without any doubt. In real sense, the celebration
of Eid begins from the Chand Raat. Eid’s sweet, Mehndi, Bangles and all the razzle-dazzle of Eid dresses
are the spirit of Chand Raat Celebrations. While common people find joy in adorning themselves with
new Eid dresses and family get to gathers, the fashion designers also come forward by bringing in their
latest Eid collections every year.

Significance Of Women , Henna And Shopping
Girls and women seem to be the happiest on the occasion of Eid and Chaand Raatas they get Eidi from
their parents and circulate with the essence of religious festivity, love and warmth.
Once the moon is sighted people wish each other Chaand Raat Mubarak (Have a blessed night of the
new moon). Women and girls decorate their hands with mehndi or henna and desserts are prepared for
the next day of Eid.

The Precious Aitkaaf
The very 1st thing which is performed on the Chand Raat is to rise the person who sat on Aitkaaf
(last ten days special Prayer of this month). People sit on Aitkaaf from 20th of Ramadan till the Chand
Raat with males offering these prayers in the Mosques and women at home. Soon after the moon
announcement is made from the Mosques and TV channels, celebrations for Chand Raat and Eid begin.
After a precious holy month of prayer, people from all age groups come out in large crowd to celebrate
the Chand Raat .
In short, Chand Raat is a big night around Muslims and its celebration continues till the Fajar Prayers.
www.syncmag.ca | April 20th- May 20th 2017
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TEMPTING EID DESSERT WARM GULA JAMUN...
Instructions
For Sheera (Sugar Syrup)
1. In a saucepan boil sugar, water and
cardamom. When sugar dissolves cook 5
minutes on slow heat.
2. Then remove from heat and let it cool.

For Sheera (Sugar Syrup)
• Sugar 3 cup
• Water 3 cups
• Cardamom 2-3 pods

For Gulab Jamun
• Nido milk powder 1 cup
• Plain flour (maeda) 2
tbsp
• Semolina/sooji 1 tbsp
• Baking powder 1 tsp
(leveled)
• Egg 1 (beaten)
• Oil for deep fry
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For Gulab Jamun
1. In a bowl mix dry milk, plain flour,
semolina and baking powder.
2. Add egg slowly (don’t add egg at
once) and knead in circular motion until
it comes together to soft dough. If the
dough gets hard add some milk or egg to
form soft dough or its much soft then add
more milk powder.
3. Grease your hands. Divide dough into
small portions and make smooth balls or
your desired shape.
4. Heat oil in a deep pan on slow heat
until it is warm not hot.
5. Drop balls in warm oil one by one
about 6 balls in each batch. Do not try to
move the balls from its place.
6. After they rise from the bottom, then
slightly navigate it with spatula in order
to cook them evenly. It will take about
6 minutes for the each batch to get fully
cooked.
7. While frying the size will expand in
size. When they are browned on all sides,
slowly remove it from oil and transfer
immediately in the sheera.
8. When all gulab jamuns transferred
in sheera. Put pan on heat and cook on
medium slow heat for about 5 minutes.
9. Serve warm.
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ITALIAN SPRING BEAN SALAD
Ingredients
1 stick of celery, (60g)
½ a carrot, (60g)
120 g radicchio
10 g fresh basil
1½ x 400 g tin of beans, such as borlotti
or kidney
1 tablespoon chopped onion
130 ml extra virgin olive oil
80 ml white wine vinegar
75 g Parmesan rinds, (about 3)
100 g stale bread

Method
Trim the celery, peel and trim the carrot,
then cut, along with the radicchio, into
5mm cubes. Pick and finely chop the
basil leaves.
Drain and rinse the beans and place in
a bowl (save the remainder for another
dish) with the radicchio, celery, carrot,
onion and basil. Stir in the olive oil and
vinegar, then season and leave to rest
for 2 hours at room temperature.
Meanwhile, place the Parmesan rinds in
a pot with 1.5 liters of cold water and
cook slowly over a low–medium for 1
hour. Remove from the heat and leave
the rinds in the water to cool.
Preheat the oven to 200ºC/400ºF/gas
6.
Cut the bread into 1cm cubes, scatter
over a baking tray and toast in the oven
until golden, about 20 minutes, tossing
halfway through.
Divide the bean mixture between plates,
then add a few tablespoons of the cooled
parmesan broth. Garnish with croutons
and the Parmesan rinds, finely sliced
with a speed-peeler, if you like.
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THE UNTOLD STORY ABOUT FATHER
One Of Life’s Greatest Jobs: Fatherhood

He never makes an exposure for what he does for us, he never tells us he was the one to stick with
us in every situation. He is the constant support in everything we face, he is our second mother, a
mother who doesn’t express emotions but performs all the tasks for our happiness, for our pleasure.
He is a Father.
Father, a person, who plays equally essential role as of a Mother but a mom is more widely emotionally
used for the term of care and love. Whereas, nobody ever notices that what a father can do, sometimes
a mother even cannot consolidate. From keeping all the family a unit to keeping every single child
of his secure from the tantrums of World, a father leads his responsibility well. He strengthens the
strength of our mothers and boosts her as a wife after which she is able to provide us every liability.
We are unable to realize the achievement of a father. His achievement is accomplished when his child
is grown as a better, secure and happy individual. That’s the biggest achievement a man has in his
life as a father.
The way fathers play with their children also has an important influence on a child’s emotional and
social development. Fathers spend a higher percentage of their one-to-one interactions with infants
and preschoolers in stimulating, playful activity than do mothers. From these interactions, children
learn how to regulate their feelings and behavior.
Children with involved, caring fathers have better educational conclusions. The effect of a father’s
participation extends into adolescence and young adulthood. Numerous studies find that an active
and nurturing style of fathering is associated with better verbal skills, intellectual functioning, and
academic achievement among adolescents.

He Didn’t Tell Me How To Live; He Lived, And Let Me Watch Him Do It.
No matter how often some of the world ideologies speak that fatherhood doesn’t play as important
role but the reality cannot be denied that children without a father will significantly have a lot of
change in their character than those who have a one.
Researchers found that, overall, the love -- or rejection -- of mothers and fathers equally affects kids’
behavior, self-esteem, emotional stability, and mental health. “But in some cases, the withdrawal
of a father’s love seems to play a bigger role in kids’ problems with personality and psychological
adjustment, delinquency, and substance abuse,” says study coauthor Ronald P. Rohner, Ph.D., director
of the Center for the Study of Parental Acceptance and Rejection at the University of Connecticut in
Storrs. And for others, the presence of a father’s love may do more to boost children’s sense of wellbeing and improve their emotional and physical health.
A man is less expressive always specially as a father. He will be the first one to step ahead and protect
his child but the emotional expression of a mother shows us that she is the first one to come up.
Although we most of the time can’t see the hidden character our father holds for us, still a time comes
when realization is there. We are incomplete without a father, and hence one day we all recognize
that.
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12 Facts From Social Science Research On
The Effects Of Having A Father
1. Children living with fathers in the home tend to fare
better on cognitive achievement and behavioral outcomes.
2. Adolescents living in intact families tend to report closer
relationships with their fathers.
3. Among urban fathers, those who frequently attend
religious services tend to be more engaged with their
children.
4. Close relationships between adolescents and their
fathers are positively associated with adolescents’
psychological well-being.
5. Adolescents with more involved fathers tend to exhibit
lower levels of behavioral problems.
6. Adolescents who report having more positive
relationships with their fathers are less likely to engage in
delinquency.
7. Adolescents who report having more positive
relationships with their fathers are less likely to abuse
substances.
8. Individuals whose fathers showed more involvement
in their lives early on tend to attain higher levels of
education.
9. Growing up without a father appears to be associated
with greater likelihood of incarceration later in life.
10. Fathers’ religiosity is linked to higher quality of parentchild relationships.
11. Fathers’ engagement in their children’s activities was
linked to higher academic performance.
12. Among adolescent girls, those who have a strong
relationship with their fathers are less likely to report
experiencing depression.
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For information contact:

514-360-3760
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MAHGUL

Luxury Lawn

The much anticipated debut Mahgul
for Al Zohaib Textiles luxury lawn
collection is set to launch nationwide
on Monday, May 08 2017.
With 22 unique designs and an
additional 2 designs in two distinct
colour ways, Mahgul Lawn for Al
Zohaib Textiles stays true to the fashion
houses’ aesthetic and embraces the
essence of lawn and its plurality as a
pure and simple fabric. To this end,
Mahgul lawn for Al Zohaib textiles
S/S’17 speaks of a restrained aesthetic
with a more defined sense of design
and motifs within a range of refreshing
colour combinations.
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EID SHOPPING GUIDE

Cape Style Kurta And Kameez!

Ladies! (And maybe gents too) might be still
in a state of confusion of what this Eid their
dress styles should be. Well not really for
men but for ladies, girls and teens out there,
we have coupled up some latest fashion
drifts with which you can exhibit yourself
gorgeously and celebrate the tradition i.e
this Eid-ul-Fitr. Have a look!

PICK
GRACIOUSLY
THIS
EID!

There’s a lot you can do with your capes for any traditional and cultural
event coming up your way. You can style your medium or short kameez
with long capes having stylish waves at the bottom. You can design a
simple cape with full embroidery shirt or an embellished cape with a
simple kurta or shirt.

Stylish Tulip Shalwar
And Pants!
It’s very rare if you are not
aware of the latest tulip
and dhoti shalwar trend
going on all across Asia
and especially in desi
countries. Well, these
pants and shalwar styles
having funky look with
your short kurta will give
you different and groovy
avatar. A short styled
kurta or frock would suit
a lot with these kinds of
Pants and shalwar!
www.syncmag.ca | April 20th- May 20th 2017
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Bell Bottom Flairs!
Bell Bottoms which were very
common in previous times have again
mesmerized our minds with their latest
fashion. This eid you can style yourself
with bell bottom along short frock style
shirts and A shaped kurtas. It will give
a very spectacular eastern customary
look to you.

The Embroidered Elegancy!
Embroidery always looks very graceful yet elegant.
You can wear embroidery shirt with simple trouser
and dupatta this Eid!

Short And Long Falls!
You can play with the fall of your
shirts completely from being a
long fall in the bottoms or a short
different style of flair at the end of
your frock, kameez or wear. Here
are some styles.
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Sania Maskatiya At Beirut Fashion
Week 2017 In Lebanon

A

fter a successful showcase at PFDC
Sunsilk Fashion Week 2017 earlier,
one of Pakistan’s leading fashion
design house Sania Maskatiya
revealed and showcased its Spring Summer
2017 Luxe Evening Wear at Beirut Fashion
Week in Lebanon on 20th April 2017.
Recognized as the fifth Fashion City after
New York, London, Milan and Paris, the
annual Beirut Fashion Week is one of the
biggest international events in Lebanon, the
Arab-World and the entire Middle-East.
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L’Oréal Professionnel
Brings It Looks 2017
L’Oréal Professionnel, the Parisian house of
hairdressing, brought the global IT LOOKS for
2017 to Lahore

The tailor made hair colors for
the Spring Summer shows were
Copper Foilyage and Nude Beige.
Last year’s incredibly popular
IT Girl and recently announced
Local Spokeperson for L’Oréal
Professionnel Hareem Farooq
walked the show sporting the
Copper Foilyage along with model
Rehmat Ajmal who was seen
sporting the Nude Biege as the
second IT Girl.
Featuring the hair looks for Spring/
Summer, the idea was to inspire
salons to learn the high fashion,
edgy and inspirational IT LOOKS for
2017. The event was held in Pearl
Continental, Lahore.

The event was opened by Emaan Ahmad Brand
Manager L’Oreal Professionnel Hair Color and
Tanzila Hashwani, Education Manager at L’Oreal
Professionnel where she talked about the latest
trends that came together to create IT LOOKS
2017. She spoke about how hair color is the new
make-up and how the latest hair coloration trends
are now inspired by make-up techniques like
contouring, strobing amongst others. She then went
to reveal the IT LOOKS 2017 with official images
of Hareem Farooq in Copper Foilyage and Rehmat
Ajmal in Nude Beige followed by a short beauty film
introducing IT LOOKS 2017.
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EFFORTLESS HAIRSTYLES FOR YOU TO MAKE THIS EID

LOOK ELEGANT SIMPLY

This technique uses Dutch braid technique and is a brilliant idea to rock summer occasions.
You can create this low braided bun on Eid and look gorgeously graceful.it can be even easily
modified to fit any braid style and it works best on second-day hair. The perfect thing is you can
also open the bun and make it a pony style which will also give a pretty look.

Low Braided Headband Bun
How to do it?
1. Separate a small section from the front of the
hairline and then begin a small Dutch braid right
behind it.
2. When the braid reaches the top of the ear, continue
down in a regular braid and wrap a clear elastic
band over the end.
3. Pull all the hair into a low ponytail at the nape of
the neck.
4. Take small sections of the ponytail and wrap the
pieces back into the band to create a chic bun.
5. Finish by tucking the front strands that were left out
over the braid and pin them in place. Smooth down
any flyaways with a light misting of hairspray.

Twisted Fishtail Half-Up,
Half-Down Hairstyle
Add extra oomph to a curled hairstyle with this cool roped
fishtail effect.
How to do it?
1. Wash hair with a Shampoo and condition with the Conditioning
Mask (leave it on for 5-10 minutes) and rinse with cool water.
2. Spritz Conditioning Spray generously all over towel-dried hair,
from roots to ends. Then blow dry and curl/wave hair.
3. Take two sections above each ear and twist them backward.
4. Secure the twisted sections with a clear elastic.
5. Make a fishtail braid with the ends of those sections.
6. Cut the elastic and voila!
www.syncmag.ca | April 20th- May 20th 2017
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Triple Topsy Tail
It’s a very easy and different style you can make
easily and quickly for Eid and still manage to look
cute!
How to do it?
Step 1: Separate your hair into three ponytails, one
on top of the other
Step 2: Flip the tail of each pony and tuck it in
between your hair and the hair-tie. This will give you
the topsy tails.
Step 3: To complete the look tuck the top two tail
ends through the ponytails below them.

The Twist-And-Pin
Give your hair’do an easy upgrade. The
special thing with this hairstyle is that you can
create different styles with pin and make it
look unique by just doing almost nothing.
How to do it?
Step 1
Section out a small one-inch piece of hair from
one side and twist it away from your face. If your
hair is on the finer side, tease the section slightly,
twist hair and then spray Hairspray to keep the
style in place.
Step 2
Secure the section with a bobby pin placed at a
diagonal. Then place a second pin criss-crossed
over the first to create an X-shape. You can create
different styles with pin, this will enhance the look
of the style.
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´Wonder
Woman´ Blasts
To Top Of US
Box Office

L

os Angeles: Patty Jenkins´s “Wonder
Woman” smashed the superhero glass
ceiling in its opening weekend, earning $103
million at the North American box office, the
biggest debut for a female director, industry
figures showed Monday. The Warner Bros.
and DC Comics film starring Gal Gadot is the
first female-led superhero movie directed by a
woman. The film had also fared well worldwide
earning $120 million, the studio said.
Jenkins edged out the previous record held
by “Fifty Shades of Grey” director Sam TaylorJohnson, whose film had an $85.2 million
opening.
“We´re incredibly proud of ´Wonder Woman´
and thrilled that it has resonated with critics
and moviegoers everywhere,” Sue Kroll, head
of marketing and distribution at Warner Bros.
Pictures, said in a statement.
Coming in second at the box office was
another new release, “Captain Underpants,”
which took in $23.9 million, according to
Exhibitor Relations. The Fox film is based on
a popular series of children´s books by Dav
Pilkey that tells the story of two students who
use hypnosis to persuade the school´s principal
he is a superhero.
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In third place was Disney´s “Pirates
of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No
Tales,” the fifth installment in the
popular franchise starring Johnny
Depp. It took in $22.1 million.
In fourth was another Disney
production,
“Guardians
of
the
Galaxy Vol. 2,” at $9.8 million. The
lighthearted story of a band of misfit
space adventurers -- played by Chris
Pratt, Zoe Saldana, Bradley Cooper
and Vin Diesel -- has taken in $355.6
million domestically since it opened
on May 5.
“Baywatch,” a Paramount production
starring
Dwayne
Johnson
and
Zac Efron in a story about deeply
tanned and ridiculously fit California
lifeguards who uncover a murky
criminal plot, placed fifth at $8.7
million.
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